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Jurgec  (2014)  demonstrates  the  Oprah  Effect,  whereby  loan-

words show a non-native segmental adaptation (e.g. English ret-

roflex [ɹ̠] being used in Dutch) until they undergo morphological

derivation, at which point they revert to a native adaptation (e.g.

the Standard Dutch rhotic). We present a twist on this effect with

[ʌ]- and [ɝ]- containing English loanwords into Brazilian Por-

tuguese, e.g.  surf, bug, crush: under morphological derivation,

they adapt an orthographically-based mapping (e.g. Hamann &

Colombo 2017)  that,  while  unfaithful  to  the  acoustics  of  the

source language, provides an alternative for the derived form.

We  suggest  that  the  differences  lie  in  independently  needed

mechanisms for nominal and verbal allomorphs in BP roots, and

the interaction of the morphological notion of Head of a Word

with the chosen orthographic subsystem mapping that a whole

word must adopt throughout.
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INTRODUCTION

n this paper, our main goal is to describe and to analyze the results of vowel adapta-

tions in loanwords of Brazilian Portuguese (BP), especially the vowels /y,  ø,  œ/

from French and German, and /ʌ, æ/ from English. We also intend to investigate the in-

teraction of morphology and orthography in loanword adaptation. We will show that un-

der derivation, there are loanwords in BP whose pattern of vowel alternation depends

more on their orthography than on phonetic similarity. 

I

A general idea in the literature is that morphologically integrated loanwords are more

likely to be nativized than bare roots. Bloomfield 1933: 447 notes that Tagalog exhibits

a pattern that involves labiodentals {f, v} in bare roots alternating with labials {p, b} in

affixed words, e.g. fiesta ~ pam-pista ‘INSTR-feast’. This pattern, of more strict adapta-

tion of loanwords under morphological derivation than under their bare form, was also

noted by Mascaró (1976) and Kiparsky (1993), and has come to be what Jurgec (2014),

on the basis of parallel phenomena having to do with rhotic adaptation in Dutch, calls

‘the Oprah Effect’ (see also Simonović 2009: footnote 30).

What derivational morphology on loanwords in BP shows is that the Oprah Effect

can involve orthographic accommodation to native patterns, leaving aside other possib-

ilities based on acoustic similarity. For example, the English loanword bug [bʌg] is ad-

apted as a close acoustic match [bɐg] when borrowed as a noun into BP, but when it

enters into verbal derivation, it becomes b[u]gar ‘to bug out’, where the only explana-

tion for this [u] is knowledge of the orthography. Something in the morphological deriv-

ation – the Oprah Effect, however implemented  –  prevents the non-native adaptation

with [ɐ], but instead of retreating to another possible nearby vocalic adaptation, speak-
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ers retreat to orthography as a source.  This is what we therefore call the ‘Orthographic

Twist’ to the Oprah Effect.

Before turning to the Oprah Effect in BP, in order to introduce the pattern vowel ad-

aptations in the language, the following table shows the oral vocalic inventory of BP:

(1) Oral Vowels of Brazilian Portuguese1

[-back] [+back]

[-rounded] [+rounded]

[+high] i u
[+ATR]

([-high]

[-low])

e o

ɛ ɔ [-ATR]

[+low]
(ɐ) [+ATR]

a [-ATR]

There are five nasal vowels, with no [-ATR] mid vowels. Crucially, among the nasal

vowels, the nasal version of [a] is realized as a mid-vowel, usually with the quality of

nasal [ɐ̃]. We contend that the presence of this mid-central realization of [ɐ̃] is what may

be giving way to the possibility of an oral adaptation with [ɐ] for English loanwords

based on /ʌ/.

1 The feature specifications provided in Table (1) are not the only possible representations for the BP vo-
wel system, though have been adapted fo reasons of [±ATR] harmony in BP dialects (see e.g. Santana
2018). For alternative specifications of the BP vowel system, see Wetzels (1995) in terms of aperture/
height distinctions alone; Bohn (2015) for specifications in terms of the Contrastive Hierarchy (including
[±ATR]), or Nevins (2012) for a proposal in terms of Element Theory. As it turns out, once the fuller
range of alternations between vocalic adaptations in loanwords from English nouns vs. verbs are conside-
red in patterns in Argentinian Spanish as well as with the vowel [æ], the exact specification of [ɐ] be-
comes less central to our argumentation.
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1 ADAPTATION OF FRENCH, GERMAN, AND ENGLISH VOWELS IN BP

Some loanwords from French and German have originally front rounded vowels, which

do not have counterparts in BP. From German, the examples consist largely of proper

names.

(2) German:

      [ø]  [e], as in Goethe [e] (German writer), Schoereder [e] (city name in Brazil), 

      [y]  [i], as in (Gisele) Bündchen [i], (Guga) Kuerten [i] (proper names).

      French: 

      [œ] [ɛ], as in chauffeur [ɛ] ‘driver’, coiffeur [ɛ] ‘hairdresser’2.

(In this paper, we enclose in phonetic transcription only the vowels relevant to the dis-

cussion, as regional specific differences in phenomena such as sibilant palatalization,

rhotic realization, and lateral vocalization are independent of the vowel adaptations in

loanwords. Data, unless noted otherwise, are from the native speaker pronunciation of

the first author).

Loanwords with rounded front vowels,  both from German and from French, lose

roundness and maintain their other phonetic properties, including height, as can be seen

in following figure:

2 In terms of the orthographic form of this loaned suffix, BP standard orthography adapts  chauffeur to
chofer (since 1908, cf. Houaiss, 2009). There is no official orthographic adaptation for the recent loan
‘coiffeur’, although its use is very frequent. As mentioned in the text, it follows the same acoustically-
based adaptation strategy.
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        Figure 1. Source: Damulakis & Nevins, 2017; p. 7.

The main pattern of adaptation of such words is through the loss of roundness. There are

some doublets, however, from French, such as b[i]fê and b[u]fê ‘buffet’, or p[i]rê and

p[u]rê ‘purée’. We hypothesize that this variable difference is due to the source, whether

written ([u]) or oral ([i]). Interestingly, in European Portuguese, these are adapted with

[u], as in men[u].3 

This  general  dispreference  for  roundness  is  persistent  and pervasive  in  BP loan-

words;  the  same  occurs  for  the  French  loanwords  chof[ɛ]r ‘driver’  and  coiff[ɛ]r

‘hairdresser’. This pattern of vowel adaptation of loanwords, in which roundness is lost,

is  quite  common,  and can  be  found in  Haitian  Creole  (ordinateur to  odinaté)4 and

Mauritian Creole, for example, and in Modern Hebrew (e.g. Albert Cam[i], Noam Faust

pers. comm). Two exemplary tableaux are shown in (3-4) for the German loaned proper

names G[ø]the and B[y]ndchen, with loss of rounding in BP, as demonstrated in a con-

straint interact in which faithfulness to rounding is lowest ranked, given a markedness

constraint banning front rounded vowels (*V-PL/Cor-Lab; also understandable within

3 We thank Joaquim Brandão de Carvalho and João Veloso for confirmation of the EP patterns reported
throughout this paper. Japanese loanwords with [œ, ø] seem to exhibit an interesting divergence based on
whether they are from a French [œ] source (Sacré Coeur > sakure kuuru) or a German [ø] source (Goethe
> geete). Thanks to Shigeko Shinohara for this observation; see also Dohlus (2005).
4 There are some counter-examples in the lexicon of the language. As mentioned in Jacobs & Gussen-
hoven (2000: 204), “[t]he adaptation of front rounded as back rounded vowels, instead of front unrounded
ones, occurred at an earlier stage of Haitian Creole”.
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Element  Theory  implementations  if  the  combination  |*I,U|  is  banned and |I|  is  less

marked).

(3)  Tableaux illustrating loss of roundness in front-rounded loanword vowels in BP:

Input:

G[ø]the

*V-Pl/Cor-Lab *VPI/Dor Ident[Lab]

  G[ø]the *!

        G[o]the *!

    G[e]the *

Input:

B[y]ndchen

*V-Pl/Cor-

Lab

*VPI/Dor Ident[Lab]

  B[y]ndchen *!

        B[u]ndchen *!

 B[i]ndchen *

In BP, there is no [±tense] distinction for stressed high vowels:  loop [u:] is pro-

nounced as [ˈlupɪ], with the same vowel as look [ʊ] [ˈlukɪ]. Due the fact that both vow-

els end up the same in BP, Facebook [fejsɪˈbukɪ] and Luke will rhyme in the language.

The words ‘sheep’ and ‘ship’ are thus often identical in perception and production for

BP speakers. These lax high vowels [ʊ, ɪ] convert always to the same output, either [u]

or [i], respectively. However, the vowels [æ] and [ʌ], presented in the following sec-

tions, show some alternation in adapted words.

The low front vowel [æ] has two possibilities of adaptation in BP: [ɛ] and [a] 
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(4) Varying adaptations of English [æ]<a> in BP:

      (a) jazz, cash, trash, Flash, backup, Superman  [ɛ]

      (b) Batman, Pampers  [a]

The acoustically closest vowel to [æ] is [ɛ]. This particular adaptation would not be

possible for languages like Spanish, which unlike the 7-vowel system of BP, lack this

lax mid vowel. In Spanish, speakers employ the low vowel [a] for adaptation of /æ/, in-

stead of the mid one as in Brazilian Portuguese. We contend that these different kinds of

adaptation of /æ/ in BP relate to the source of the respective loanword. Thus, it is pos-

sible to state that the mapping [æ][ɛ] can be associated with an oral media source and

that [æ][a] as in (5b) can be associated with written media source.  Nonetheless, as

pointed by Freitas & Damulakis (in prep.), the loanword ‘lag’ used by Brazilian online

gamers can alternate between these both vowels, depending on whether the root appears

as a bare root (l[ɛ]g) or not (l[a]gar: ‘lag’ + denominal verb infinitive), with this particu-

lar pattern for nouns vs. verbs and not the opposite. As we will see in the next sections,

we assume that the verbal side of this mapping takes place via orthographic influence. 

The vowel [ʌ] has more possibilities of adaptation: [ɐ̃], [a], [ɐ], and [u] (Damulakis

& Nevins 2017: 9). The latter two ([ɐ] and [u]) alternate for some bases, especially in

derivatives, as seen in (5d).
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(5) Varying adaptations of English [ʌ] in BP:

      a) [ʌ]  [ɐ̃] lunch, brunch, dumping, funk

      b) [ʌ]  [a] backup, upload, pickup (truck), setup, startup, pop-up, Speak Up (mag 

azine) with the formative up. cf. however, the older adaptation ketchup: [u]

c) [ʌ]  [ɐ] blush, bug, cluster, crush, hub, kitesurf, (surf variably with [u])5, cup

   cake, muffin, nugget, rush, shuffle, foodtruck, trust, Duster (car), Scruff (app),   

   Starbucks, Subway, Up (car), Huggies: [ɐ]

        d) [ʌ]  [ɐ] and [u]: b[ɐ]g, b[u]gar; cr[ɐ]sh, cr[u]shar

In the pattern in (5a), the nasal consonant can be a spelling hint for vowel nasality.

This  vowel  crucially  never changes  in  derivatives,  cf.  l[ɐ̃]char ‘to  eat  a  snack’;

f[[ɐ̃]nkeiro ‘(Brazilian) funk singer’. In (5b) the formative  up seems to be lexicalized,

always surfacing as [a]. The adaptation in (5c) ([ʌ] to [ɐ]) is more general, occurring

alongside some cases of [u], as in d). Aside from loanwords, the use of [ɐ] is otherwise

very limited in BP:

(6) Distribution of [ɐ] in BP:

 (a) unstressed (or nasal) allophone of /a/ ([ˈka.zɐ] house’, [ˈkɐ̃.mɐ] (or [ˈkɐ.mɐ])  

‘bed’)

       (b) hesitation

       (c) metalinguistic use: [se] (the letter “c”) vs [sɐ] “the sound [s]” (in BP).

In languages such as Spanish, Italian, or Hebrew, [ʌ] is nearly always adapted as [a].

Clearly what differentiates BP from these other cases is the presence of nasal [ɐ̃] (and

the marginal presence of oral [ɐ]) in the language. Note that some (mostly less literate)

speakers adapt [ʌ] to [ɐ̃]: S[ɐ̃]bway, r[ɐ̃]sh, n[ɐ̃]gget, as a phonetically close vowel that 

5 In fact, loanwords such as surf, burpee, Angry Birds involve the rhotacized vowel [ɝ], but this does not
change the basic point in the text. 
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may occur in stressed positions in native words. Moreover, in some dialects of BP, not-

ably those in the interior of São Paulo (e.g. Campinas), stressed /a/ before a nasal con-

sonant, instead of allophonically becoming [ɐ̃], has a realization as oral [ɐ]. Nonethe-

less, this remains a predictable, nasally-conditioned allophone. Crucially, stressed [ɐ]

before non-nasal consonants does not occur in BP outside of the loanwords described

above.

In summary, of all vowel adaptations from French, German, and English in BP, that

of English [ʌ] is by far the most complex, in fact showing interspeaker variation (which

we do not treat here), morphological conditioning, and orthographic influence.

2 MODELLING THE ROLE OF ORTHOGRAPHY

We turn to a model that allows one to integrate orthographic knowledge into phonolo-

gical representations, specifically in loanwords. Hamann & Colombo (2017) present an

analysis in which the influence of orthography for English loanwords in Italian can be

accounted for as potentially clashing with the acoustic cues for loanwords, via an Op-

timality-Theoretic  competition.  The  English  item  buffer,  for  example,  is  adapted  in

Italian as /baf.fer/. In this case, the stressed vowel is adapted as [a] due to a perceptual

constraint (mapping acoustic mid-F2 values to [a]), while the presence of a geminate

consonant  [f:]  is  due  to  an  orthographic  constraint  <βiβi>/C:/  (see  also  Vendelin  &

Peperkamp 2006 for experimental evidence of orthographic effects in loanword adapta-

tion). Such data put pause to any attempt to view loanwords of this sort as ‘codeswitch-

ing into English’, as the vowel is adapted on an acoustic basis, while the consonant is

non-veridically adapted due purely to an orthographically-based strategy. Considering

these types of constraints, the following are relevant to account of BP data (based on

Hamann & Colombo 2017, though with BP-specific adjustments given the existence of

[ɐ] in BP, and different orthographic mapping strategies):
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(7) Orthographic and acoustic mapping constraints for relevant for BP vowels

a) [mid  F1]/VM/:  Assign  a  violation  mark  to  every  auditory  form with  first

formant mid values that is not mapped to a mid vowel (represented here by

VM).

b) [mid F2] /A/: Assign a violation mark to every auditory form with first form-

ant form values that is not mapped to a  central vowel (represented here by

abstract A).

c) [high  F2]/ɛ/:  Assign  a  violation  mark  to  every  auditory  form with  high

second formant values that is not mapped onto the surface vowel /ɛ/.

d)  <u>/u/: Assign a violation mark to every grapheme <u> that is not mapped

onto /u/.

e) <a>/a/:  Assign violation  mark to  every  grapheme <a> that  is  not  mapped

onto /a/

Let us see how this works for the adapation of English [æ] (written with <a>) into BP

below. In this case, the acoustic constraint, demanding mapping of the high F2 value of

[æ] onto a front vowel yields the adaptation with /ɛ/, thereby outranking the role of or-

thographic knowledge in mapping the grapheme <a> onto a phonological /a/:

(8)  Example of acoustics outranking orthography in BP adaptation of English [æ]<a>

<flash>

[æ: high F2]

[high F2]/ɛ/ <a> /a/

 flɛʃɪ *

        flaʃɪ *!

 

In contrast to Italian rally [ˈrɛl.lɪ] (Hamann & Colombo 2017), Spanish, which has no

[ɛ], opts for [a] in adapting flash, and as discussed in (5) above, this is largely the same
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for BP even though it has [ɛ], although the mapping of <a>/a/ does prevail in loans such

as Batman.

Differently from Italian, however, English [ʌ], even when written with <u>, is adap-

ted to [ɐ], in a way that demonstrates the ranking of constraints above the orthographic

mapping constraint <u>/u/. We contend that this mapping of English [ʌ] to BP [ɐ] has

an acoustic basis, although it competes with orthographic knowledge, as shown in the

tableau.

(9) Example of [bʌg] <u> adaptation into BP:

<bug>

[ʌ: midF1; midF2]

[midF1] /VM/ <u> /u/ [midF2]/A/

 bɐɡɪ *

      baɡɪ *! *

       buɡɪ *! *

   

This is different from Italian (Hamann & Colombo 2017), presumably because of the

F1 constraint in (8a) for Portuguese that requires adaptation to [ɐ], a vowel which is not

available in Italian.  Thus far, there is no specific role for orthography in BP in the

tableaux above. 

Not all examples of orthographic adaptation are as straightforward as <u>/u/, however.

Some examples from BP involve overgeneralization of orthographic constraints from

the donor language that override acoustic cues completely. Take, for example, the case

of waffle and Apple in BP, which are sometimes adapted with /ej/ for the initial vowel.

(We admit that a sociolinguistic study on this should be conducted at some point, al-

though this is not our focus for now). The explanation here must involve an overgener-

alization of <a> L2/ej/, perhaps reinforced by the orthographic geminate in such words

that clearly demarcates them as non-BP words. 
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A similar explanation must be at  play in the adaptation of  duty-free6 with [ɐ],  in

which  a  constraint  <u>L2/ɐ/,  one which may be an overgeneralization  from the  bug

cases, is overriding the acoustics themselves present in  duty. Again, the orthographic

presence of final <y> (a clearly non-BP grapheme) in this case may be responsible for

triggering L2-based, rather than L1-based, orthographic mapping constraints. These are

contrasted with the other cases in the table below.

(10)  Acoustic, L1 orthographic, and L2 orthographic mappings at work in BP loan/

  words:

Mappings Examples Cause

/æ/  [ɛ] Flash, cash... Acoustic cue: [HighF2]/ɛ/

<a>  [a] Batman Orthographic constraint (L1): <a>/a/

<a>  [ej] Waffle [ej] Orthographic constraint (L2): <a>/ej/

Mappings of /ʌ/ Examples Cause

/ʌ/  [ɐ] bug, crush, rush Acoustic cues: [midF1]/VM/ + [midF2]/A/

<u>  [u] bugar, surfar Orthographic constraint (L1): <u>/u/

<u>  (other  than

[ʌ]) [ɐ]

duty Orthographic constraint (L2): <u>/ɐ/

<o>  [o, ɔ] Dove Orthographic constraint (L1): <o> /ɔ/ or <o> /o/

The operation of the L2 orthographic constraint  <u> L2/ɐ/  in forms such as  duty  is

shown below:

6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3qDSRZLJqY 00:46 Duty Free.
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(11) Example of d[ɐ]ty <u> adaptation into BP:

<duty>

[u: lowF1; lowF2]

<u>L2 /ɐ/ [lowF1] /VH/ <u> /u/ [lowF2]/U/

 dɐtɪ * * *

     dutɪ *!

Constraints such as <u> L2/ɐ/ find parallels in the discussion by Dabouis and Fournier

(2022) of English orthographic mapping constraints such as <ch>Eng[t͡ ʃ] vs <ch>French[ʃ]

vs <ch>Greek[k]. In BP, the domination of <u>L2 /ɐ/ over all acoustic cues in words such

as duty is a minority pattern, and one likely to winnow out with increased acoustic and

bilingual contact with the form, as opposed to exposure only to its written form. 

This notion of competing orthographic mapping subsystems, developed by Dabouis

and Fournier (2022; see also Carney 1994), will be crucial to understanding the different

choices in a word-wide mapping of English orthography-to-phonology map vs Brazilian

Portuguese orthography-to-phonology map in forms headed by nominal vs verbal mor-

phology below.

3 ON TO THE OPRAH EFFECT

Jurgec (2014) discusses the Oprah effect as a distinct subtype of Derived Environment

Effect: “The Oprah effect differs from the canonical cases of DEEs [Derived Environ-

ment Effects] in two crucial respects. First, it applies at any distance from the suffix, not

only at the morpheme boundary. Second, the Oprah effect obtains regardless of the seg-

mental content of the suffix; all that matters is its presence”. (Jurgec 2014; p. 2; see also

Simonovic 2009:fn30). In short, according to this view (see also its implementation in

Bjorkman & Jurgec 2018), any kind of affixation causes a non-native phone to be elim-

inated.
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(12) Examples of the Oprah affect with Dutch diminutives:

Dutch affixation: ɹ→R

BARE ROOT [ɹ] AFFIXED [R]

Op[ɹ]ah ‘Oprah’ Op[R]ah-tje *Op[ɹ]ah-tje ‘DIM’

Bar[ɹ]ack ‘Barack’ Bar[R]ack-se *Bar[ɹ]ack-se ‘ADJ’

[ɹ]eading ‘Reading’ [R]eading-je *[ɹ]eading-je ‘DIM’

Flo[ɹ]ida ‘Florida’ Flo[R]ida-tje *Flo[ɹ]ida-tje ‘DIM’

The discussion  of  Oprah Effects  recognizes  a  variety  of  crosslinguistic  variation  in

whether it is limited to suffixes or prefixes, and to inflectional vs derivational affixes. 

In the case at hand in BP, it is limited to derivational affixes – particularly the de-

nominal verbalizing morphology that turns bug into bugar ‘to have a bug’,  crush into

crushar/descrushar ‘to have a crush, to give up on a crush’, but not in the plural form

bugs, for example. Note as well that the same Oprah Effect occurs with the agentive

suffix in surf/surfista ‘surf/surfer’—this is clearly derivational, though we contend it in-

volves a layer of nominalizing morphology. Note also that the Oprah Effect is independ-

ent of stress placement, by comparing the infinitive and 1sg. form of the derived verbs.

(13) The Oprah Effect at work in derived but not inflected BP loanwords from /ʌ/:

   Bare roots Morphologically complex forms

   ˈb[ɐ].gi ˈb[ɐ].gis ‘bugs’, *b[u]gs

b[u]ˈgar  (‘to  have a bug’),  b[u]ˈgado  ‘bugged out’,  ˈb[u].go ‘I

bug out’7  

*b[ɐ]gar, *b[ɐ]gado, *b[ɐ]go , *b[a]gar, *b[a]gado, *b[a]go

         cr[ɐ]sh cr[u]shar (‘to have a crush’), descr[u]shar (‘to lose a crush’), 

*cr[ɐ]shar, *descr[ɐ]shar, *cr[a]shar, *descr[a]shar

7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzGz1i1Xtg0 2:26 bugou ‘bug-out.3sg.pst’
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         s[ɐ]rf~s[u]rf s[u]rfar (‘to surf’), s[u]rfista (‘surfer’), s[u]rfo (‘I surf’), 

*s[ɐ]rfar, *s[ɐ]rfista, *s[a]rfar, *s[a]rfista 

Crucially, the vowel [ɐ] while tolerated in bare forms, is disallowed in derived forms in

BP. In order to repair this, speakers retreat to orthographic knowledge, mapping <u>

to /u/. What these data show is that the Oprah Effect in BP licenses the orthographic

corresponding segment, not the phonologically closest one.

This pattern of the Oprah Effect is distinct from what happens with nasalized [ɐ̃], as

this is already a fully-fledged native phoneme of BP. Therefore, under derivation, it is

preserved:

(14) No Oprah Effect at work in derived but not inflected BP loanwords from / ɐ̃ /:

        Bare roots Derivative

        f[ɐ̃]nk f[ɐ̃]nkeiro (‘funker’), 

*f[u]nkeiro

        l[ɐ̃]nch l[ɐ̃]nchar (‘to snack’), l[ɐ̃]nchonete (‘snack bar’),

 *l[u]nchar, *l[u]nchonete

To account for the data in (13), an analysis in the spirit of Jurgec (2014) would ban

stems with [ɐ] before an affix. The statement of such affixes within the constraint, how-

ever, must be specifically derivational, because in inflectional forms no change occurs:

b[ɐ]g ~ b[ɐ]gs. Such a constraint can be as follows:8 

(15) Constraint against affixed stems with [ɐ] in the spirit of Jurgec (2014):

        *stem[ɐ, suffixder]: A stem with [ɐ] cannot precede a derivational suffix

8 We assume, at least for BP, that any pretonic instances of [ɐ] arising from vowel reduction are exclu-
sively postlexical, and thus outside of the scope of this constraint.
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The reason for stating (15) in terms of stems preceding a suffix is because prefixes (or

prefixoids, in Faust’s (2021) sense) on their own do not cause an Oprah effect: for ex-

ample,  r[ɐ]sh ‘rush hour’,  mega-r[ɐ]sh ‘intense rush-hour’. We demonstrate the con-

straint interaction based on a constraint in the spirit of Jurgec (2014) within the tableau

below, which includes the mapping constraint <u>/u/ from (7d) above:

(16) Illustration of orthographic Oprah effect in denominalized loanwords in BP:

/bɐg-ɐr/ <bug> *stem[ɐ,suffixder] <u> /u/

 bɐɡɐr *! *

    baɡar *!

buɡar

In short, this case illustrates the combination of Jurgec (2014)’s formalization of Oprah-

effect-driving constraints  with Hamann & Colombo’s (2017) formalization of ortho-

graphic mapping constraints. 

However, one might ask whether the difference between nouns (whether singular or

with plural -s) that allow the [bɐɡ] allomorph and verbs that only allow the [buɡ] allo-

morph (wherever stress may fall on these verbs, in fact) bear a connection to other phe-

nomena in the morphophonology of Brazilian Portuguese. In fact, parallel cases can be

found, without necessarily involving vocalic differences. Consider the following data:

(17)  Nominal vs Elsewhere allomorphs for the same roots in BP (allomorphs in bold):

         a. sangue ‘blood’

    b. sangrar ‘bleed-inf’

    c. sangro ‘bleed-1sg.’

         d. sangrento ‘bloody’
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(18)  Nominal vs Elsewhere allomorphs for the same roots in BP (allomorphs in bold):

    a. medo ‘fear’

       b. medroso ‘fearful’

    c. amedrontar ‘frighten-inf’

In both (17) and (18), the nominal allomorph lacks an [ɾ], while the verbal/adjectival al-

lomorphs contain it9. The absence of the [ɾ] in the nominal forms cannot be chalked up

to phonological deletion, as *medro would be well-formed, nor to etymology alone, as

the /r/ is present in Latin (and Spanish) in the cognates of (17a) but never was in the

cognates of (18a).  Instead,  the synchronic analysis  of these forms must assume that

these roots bear two distinct allomorphs. Considering a model such as Harley (2014) or

its equivalents in other theories, in which acategorical roots with the same semantic and

morphological identity combine with a categorizing head such as n- to become nouns,

these patterns can be encoded as follows (in which the alphanumeric indices for roots

are mnemonics for their acategorical and phonologyless entries in the mental lexicon):

(19) √sng24 ↔  /sɐ̃ɡi/ when the immediate sister of n-

   √sng24 ↔  /sɐ̃ɡr/ elsewhere

(20) √med77 ↔  /med/ when the immediate sister of n-

   √med77 ↔  /medɾ/ elsewhere

As is clear from both of these examples, the nominal allomorph has the status of a spe-

cialized form, distinct from the elsewhere cases in which the syllabic structure is differ-

ent. Given that (19) and (20) are independently needed in Portuguese (and the general

9 Some adjectives do have [sɐ̃g-] (not [sɐ ̃gɾ-]) as an allomorph, such as sanguinário ‘bloodthirsty’. These
cases must be considered as containing a nominal phase, while sangrento does not. The same can be said
about the distinction between medonho ‘awful’ and medroso ‘fearful’, respectively. 
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differences  between  category-specific  noun  and  verb  phonology elaborated  in  work

such as Smith 2001, McCarthy 2005, and Bobaljik 2008), one can propose the follow-

ing entries for the root that results from borrowing bug:

(21) √bug997 ↔  /bɐɡ/ when the immediate sister of n-

   √bug997 ↔  /buɡ/ elsewhere

The allomorph statement in (21) could in principle be implemented as selectional con-

straints (and indeed turned into OT-based constraints regulating allomorphy, as in Yip

1998) without the need for mentioning the specific restriction to derivational morpho-

logy as in Jurgec (2014) and constraint (15) above. In fact, the noun-verb asymmetry as

it relates to the presence of derivational morphology has been anticipated in Arad (2006:

Ch2), in which the author discusses the fact in languages such as Hebrew, there are

strict templatic restrictions on verbs, but none on nouns. Arad (2006) attributes this to

the fact that verbs require the need to spell out morphosyntactic heads such as voice,

tense, and aspect, while nouns do not, and as a result of this obligatory additional mor-

phology, verbs will  necessarily impose stricter phonotactic restrictions on loanwords

than nouns do. In particular, the kind of stricter phonotactic restrictions found in BP in-

volve the fact that the elsewhere form imposes the constraint against *[+stress, +low,

+ATR] for oral vowels (this constraint being overriden in nouns, and in the presence of

nasality as well).

The distribution of allomorphs in (21) alone, however, does not explain on its own

why  the  nominal  form  has  the  presence  of  the  quasi-phonemic  8 th oral  vowel  of

Brazilian Portuguese, while the elsewhere form necessarily involves an orthographically

derived value for the vowel. What is it about derivational morphology and verbs that de-

termines which orthographic mapping should be used? Here, the notion of Head of a

Word, familiar from Williams (1981), is fundamental.
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(22)  Morphological Headed Determines Orthographic Mapping of the Whole Word:

a. In b[ɐ]ɡ, b[ɐ]ɡs (sing./plural), the head is the n- (nominal form), and the English

mapping is employed for the whole word, including: <u>L2 /ɐ/. (Similar remarks ap-

ply  for  the  BP diminutive,  b[ɐ]ɡzinho  ‘little  bug’,  assuming  the  n-  remains  the

head).10

b. In r[ɐ]sh ‘rush hour’, mega-r[ɐ]sh ‘intense rush-hour’, the head is the n- (nominal

form),  and  the  English  mapping  is  employed  for  the  whole  word,  including:

<u>L2 /ɐ/

c.  In  b[u]go,  b[u]gar,  the  head  is  the  verbal  morphology  -o and  -ar,  and  the

Brazilian Portuguese mapping is employed for the whole word, including: <u> /u/

d. In  s[u]rfista, the head is the nominalizing morphology  -ista, and hence and the

Brazilian Portuguese mapping is employed for the whole word, including: <u> /u/

In other words, the orthographically transparent verbal and nominalizing suffixes -o, -

ar, and -ista, which maintain consistent Brazilian Portuguese orthography-to-phonology

mapping, determine that the whole word must maintain this same pattern of mapping,

including the stem vowel [u].11

Clinching evidence that the analysis in (22), in which the nominal forms of loan-

words and the verbal forms of loanwords diverge, with the latter resorting to Brazilian

Portuguese orthographic mapping, comes from pairs involving the loaned vowel [æ], il-

lustrated here with the form lag, a further instance of the Oprah Effect.

10 In this respect, the BP diminutive -zinho differs from the Dutch diminutive as studied by Jurgec (2014)
with respect to Oprah effects, as the latter does trigger an Oprah effect, as shown in (12). It must be the
case that the actual source of Oprah effects in Dutch diminutives is of a different nature than what we de-
velop for BP in the text.
11 We thank Quentin Dabouis for pointing out the pattern discussed by Borowsky (1993), in which æ-
tensing in certain varieties of English is found before certain coda consonants (e.g. class), and this tensing
remains before suffixes such as -y (e.g. classy) but not before others (e.g. classical), the latter which are
clearly more derivational in nature. Although not parallel, these facts bear a general resemblance to the
pattern in the text.
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(23) Divergent noun-verb borrowing with [æ]: lag

   a. nominal form: um l[ɛ]g ‘a lag’

   b. verbal form: l[a]guei ‘lag-past.1sg’

In the form in (23b),  we have boldfaced the past tense and agreement  morphology.

Why? Because this tense/agr verbal morphology is the head of the word, therefore ex-

plaining (due to (22)) why there is a whole-word requirement for a Brazilian Portuguese

mapping, thereby requiring <a>/a/ in the root. This example provides definitive evid-

ence for the Oprah+orthographic pattern even outside of <u> loans from English, and

more broadly for the notion that the differential nominal/verbal allomorphs cannot be

due to a constraint on non-native phonemes in derivationally-headed verbal forms (such

as putative *l[ɛ]gar), but rather are due to a requirement to follow the mapping of a BP

orthographic subsystem in such forms.

Finally, we have become aware of the fact that entirely parallel noun/verb differences

arise in Argentinian Spanish (thanks to Noam Faust, pers. comm):

(24) Argentinian Spanish adaptation

   a. bug  b[a]g (noun)

   b. bugeado b[u]geado (verb)

It is particularly compelling to see that in this case as well, the noun adopts an acoustic-

ally-based mapping (as [a] is closer in vowel space to English [ʌ]), while the verb em-

ploys an orthographically-based mapping. Much like the cases in (23), in (24) there is

actually no “Oprah effect” strictly speaking, as the vowels in the noun and the verb are

both native vowels, and not non-native allophones/phones. Instead, we seem to be deal-

ing with a much larger trend, whereby verbs require orthographically-based mappings

for loanwords, a fact we have connected to their derivational morphology and headed-
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ness. Further work with a greater variety of loanwords of this type, and indeed, Spanish

varieties, is surely needed.

CONCLUSION

In summary, there are three main forces working to the vowel adaptations in Brazilian

Portuguese loanwords: acoustic cues, L1 orthographic constraints and L2 orthographic

constraints. We originally started with a version of Jurgec’s (2014) constraints against

non-native phonemes in derived forms, but then suggested that the reason why the con-

straints occur specifically in derived, verbal forms originates in the fact that the head of

the word is the derivational suffix from BP, and that this head of the word imposes a

consistent L1 orthographic mapping for the word as a whole. We also tied the discrep-

ancy between nominal and verbal allomorphs for the same root in loanwords to existing

such patterns in the Latinate vocabulary of BP.

The most common pattern of adaptation of English [æ] is to [ɛ] in BP, due to the

acoustic cues related to anterior quality ([high F2]/ɛ/),  similar to Italian (Hamann &

Colombo 2017). The most common pattern of adaptation from [ʌ] is [ɐ], due to the two

acoustic cues related to height and backness of the vowel: [mid F1]/VM/ and [mid F2]/

A/. Some cases need to be explained by the assumption that speakers evaluate forms

with generalizations over L2 orthography constraints, such as d[ɐ]ty-free ‘duty-free’ and

w[ej]ffle ‘waffle’. The Oprah effect in BP involves orthography (L1):  b[ɐ]g ~  b[u]gar

(*b[ɐ]gar) and l[ɛ]g~l[a]gar (*l[ɛ]gar)  under verbal derivation, and this latter pair is es-

pecially revealing, as either l[a]gar or *l[ɛ]gar would be tolerable according to the nat-

ive phonotactics of BP, but l[a]gar is chosen for the verbal form because it provides a

better orthographic fit for the word as a whole (while l[ɛ]g may be chosen in the nom-

inal form as an acoustic fit).

Once we consider noun-verb pairs such as l[ɛ]g~l[a]gar (in which neither form con-

tains a non-native phone), it becomes clear that we are no longer dealing with phenom-
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ena strictly within the scope of Jurgec’s (2014) Oprah effects. Instead, there is a more

general  trend (apparently  found in  Argentinian  Spanish  as  well;  see  (24))  in  which

nouns choose the closest acoustic fit for vowels (which, for English [ʌ], may be [ɐ] in

BP or [a] in Spanish), but when it comes to derived verbs with their concomitant deriva-

tional morphology, the acoustic fit is jettisoned, and an orthographically-based adapta-

tion with [u] (for English <u>) is chosen instead. Such effects cannot be captured under

the rubric of Jurgec’s (2014) constraints as formalized in (16). We have suggested that

they instead require reference to the notion of Head of a Word and derivational morpho-

logy found in suffixes (and as such, explain pairs such as  s[ɐ]rf ~s[u]rfista as well,

which aren’t even noun-verb pairs).12 

This discrepancy between vowel quality in the nominal and verbal form of the same

loanword stem can lead to some periphrastic avoidance strategies. In particular, accord-

ing to the survey conducted by Freitas & Damulakis (in prep.) who compare the accept-

ability of sentences for a group of Brazilian online gamers using loanwords from Eng-

lish,  speakers prefer structures with light  verbs (e.g.  fazer/dar um  l[ɐ]rk  ‘to have a

lurk’) to those with adapted verbs (e.g. lurkar) ‘to lurk’. This avoidance preference in-

creases when the stress falls on the borrowed root vowel, especially for roots like ‘lurk’,

in which the vowel would undergo the effects of an orthographic constraint in the verbal

form. Adaptation with /u/ may then further persist in certain cases with increased use of

the derived form, e.g. s[u]rfista ‘surfer’ may cause backwards reanalysis of the base.

In the present paper, we have largely focused on Brazilian Portuguese, in contrast to

12 The possibility remains that the forms with acoustic mappings are those in the stressed syllable, while
those with orthographic mappings have stress elsewhere on the form. While this works for surfista (with
penultimate stress) and bugar (the infinitive with final stress), it does not work for 1sg. bugo with penulti-
mate stress. One would have to say that all finite forms are derived from or must maintain the same vowel
as the infinitive with final stress as a ‘primary form’, which is by no means an innocent move. On the
other hand, the fact that preliminary evidence suggests that German infinitive maintain the same vowel as
the noun (bug: n. [bɑg], v. [bɑgn̩]) may suggest that stress is at play. Nonetheless, the German infinitive
arguably bears ‘less morphology’ than the Romance or Hebrew ones (cf. English to bug). In our view, a
crosslinguistic investigation of these same kinds of effects with respect to consonantal properties (e.g. as-
piration, interdental fricatives, affricates, rhotics) may be revealing as to whether stress on the relevant
vowel is indeed implicated in the explanation.
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European Portuguese (EP). EP has at least two important differences with BP: a greater

phonological integration of [ɐ] to begin with as a pretonic unstressed vowel in the lan-

guage,  including near-minimal pairs (cf.  Brandão Carvalho 2011 on [ɐ] in  c[ɐ]deira

‘chair’ vs c[a]veira ‘skull’), and a greater degree of diachronic and synchronic contact

with English. According to our preliminary investigations, the Oprah effect largely does

not hold in EP: the verbal forms are b[ɐ]gar ‘bug-inf.’, b[ɐ]go ‘bug-1sg’. This is congru-

ent with other trends in the language; unlike BP, the soap Dove is borrowed as [dɐv] in

EP,  but  as  [dovɪ]  in  BP.  The  Oprah  effect  does  hold  for  the  agentive  suffix  in  EP

s[u]rfista, however. In general, English [ʌ]  is mapped to EP [ɐ], with the exception of

the elite or older loans r[ɔ]ber ‘rubber’ (in the Bridge card game) and r[ej]bi ‘rugby’. 

Nonetheless, in general EP has a different orthographic mapping grammar for vow-

els, e.g. fl[a]sh with [a] (patterning with Italian, in this respect; perhaps due to contact

with British English), d[u]ty-free with [u], and thus must be modeled with a different set

of constraints and rankings than BP.13 In particular, EP also differs from BP in the con-

sonantal adaptation of initial /h/ from English, which is preserved in BP (with variation

in the voicing and place of the fricative) but removed in EP loans such as Harry Potter.

Whether this adaptation strategy for EP dates back to contact with h-less varieties of

British English or whether it reflects the nature of initial fricative rhotic realizations in

BP vs EP is worth further investigation.

Although we have focused on Portuguese within this paper, similar Oprah effects

with orthographic interactions are probably rife for exploration in other languages, and

have been particularly well-studied with respect to Romance vowel systems (Pons-Moll

2021). Canadian French, for example, adapts  bug as [bəg]/[bœg], but the infinitive as

b[ɔ]guer (thanks to Fabian Zuk for this observation). The role of orthography is also ex-

13 In this  connection, we are grateful  to  Quentin Dabouis for  pointing out the relevance of  Guierre
(1979), who says that the intervarietal variation observed in the following words can only be accounted
for by considering orthography: <albino> [ælˈbiːn əʊ] (GB) ~ [ælˈbaɪnoʊ] (US); <tomato> [təˈmɑːtəʊ]
(GB) ~ [təˈmeɪtoʊ] (US).
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tremely interesting to explore in languages that do not write all vowels, such as Modern

Hebrew, and hence flash can end up acoustically adapted as [e]/[ɛ], with no role for con-

straints such as <a>/a/ even at play. While the mapping of orthographic knowledge dir-

ectly into constraint interaction with morphology is not usually considered, we contend

that Hamann & Colombo’s (2017) model provides a constructive model for integrating

these factors into loanword adaptation.
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COMMENTS

First, I would like to say that this is a very welcome paper, as the role of orthography in

phonology clearly has not received the attention it deserves, as I have argued in Dabouis

(to appear) regarding English. I will say a word about the data first, and I will then dis-

cuss an aspect of the analysis proposed by the authors.

An issue in this squib is related to the data presented. We are only presented a small

series of examples without being told where they came from and how representative

they are. This is particularly striking when the authors are discussing the pronunciations

of Apple, waffle and duty: how can we know if these are not the rule and not the excep-

tion? It would be good to be told at least where the examples come from and whose pro-

nunciation we are presented with. Are these the pronunciations of one of the authors? Is

there inter- or intra-variation for these words? 

Now turning to the analysis, I am wondering whether “L2 orthographic constraints”

such as <u> → [ɐ] should really be analysed as such. This might be taken to imply that

these are constraints found in the second language, but they are actually constraints that

apply to loanwords in the L1. Given sufficient numbers of these loanwords in the L1,

these loanwords may end up forming up a proper orthographic subsystem. For example,

in his analysis of English,  Carney (1994) uses subsystems such as §Basic, §French or

§Greek to describe, for example, the fact that <ch> is mapped onto /k/ in §Greek words,

to /ʃ/ in §French words and to /tʃ/ in §Basic words (we expanded this idea of subsystems

beyond orthography in Dabouis & Fournier (2022). Maybe this is what is happening

here in BP. 
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Therefore, let us consider the analysis proposed by the authors on p.95 regarding the

adaptation of <a> into BP:

We contend that these different kinds of adaptation of /æ/ in BP relate to the source of the respect-

ive loanword. Thus, it is possible to state that the mapping [æ] → [ɛ] can be associated with an

oral media source and that [æ] → [a] as in (5b) can be associated with written media source.

If a speaker has been exposed to a sufficient number of English words with English /æ/

realised by BP speakers as [ɛ] (an adaptation that, initially, indeed probably had to do

with perceptual constraints), they might postulate a constraint <a>L2/ɛ/ for any loanword

perceived as English. Thus, we would predict that they would then use /ɛ/ for words that

they have never heard being produced with [æ] by a native English speaker, and even

for words that are not borrowed English but are assumed to be.14 In other words, /ɛ/

need not be attributed to an oral media source but could have to do with the existence of

an orthographic subsystem for words assumed to be English.

Carney, E. (1994)  A survey of English spelling, London: Routledge.  Dabouis, Q. (to
appear) ‘English Phonology and the Literate Speaker: Some Implications for Lexical
Stress’, In N. Ballier, J.-M. Fournier, A. Przewozny, & E. Yamada (eds.) English Word
Stress: Theories, Data and Variation, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. Dabouis,
Q. & Fournier, P. (2022) English PhonologiES? In V. Arigne & C. Migette (eds.) Mo-
dèles et modélisation en linguistique / Models and Modelisation in Linguistics, Bern:
Peter Lang Verlag, pp. 215-258.

14 I believe that there is something which may be comparable in French, in which words perceived as
English with <u> are regularly pronounced as [œ], probably even when the words have never been heard.
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DISCUSSION WITH GERTJAN POSTMA

(MEERTENS INSTITUTE AMSTERDAM)

Postma, Gertjan. 2022.  Discussion in:  Damulakis, Gean and Andrew Nevins (auths). “An ortho-

graphic twist to the Oprah effect.” Radical: A Journal of Phonology, 3, 117-124.

COMMENTS

The Oprah effect is so much fun that I could not resist giving some new data first: the
borrowing of English  cool ‘nice’ and  woke ‘aware (pejorative)’ into Dutch. These are
readily borrowed as slangs with loan phonology whenever they are uninflected as in (1),
but problems emerge when they must inflect as in (2). The problems cannot always be
accommodated, though.

(1) a. Dat is ontzettend c[u:]l ‘that is very cool’
b. Hij heeft een c[u:]l uiterlijk ‘he has a cool appearance’
c. Dat is ontzettend [w]oke ‘that is so woke’
d. Wat een [w]ook verhaal! ‘what a woke story!’

(2) a. Het *c[u:]le/*c[u]le uiterlijk ‘the cool appearance’
b. Dat *[w]oke/[ʋ]oke verhaal ‘that woke story’

In (1a,c) the adjective is used in predicative position and hence uninflected. The loan
pronunciation with long c[u:]l or bilabial [w]oke, is well-formed. In (1b,c), loan phono-
logy in an uninflected attributive position with a neuter indefinite is also well-formed.
No full nativization is needed.15 In definite noun phrases, when inflection is present, na-
tivization is needed, by shortening to native [u] or changing /w/ to the native labiodental
[ʋ]. However, this is blocked in the case of cool because of the existence of Dutch koel
‘cool (with low temperature)’ pronounced [kuɫ], that does not have the ‘nice’ reading.
Apparently, even the slightest modification by a simple schwa morpheme coerces the
loan to full nativization. We return to this in the treatment of the plural morpheme in BP.

My comments to this intriguing paper concern two questions: 1. Can we make the
formulation of D&N’s rule of orthographic mapping, their (22), more compatible with a
modular Grammar design? and 2. Can D&N’s new twist to the Oprah effect discrimin-

15 The aspiration is ignored, people say [ku:ɫ] not [khu:ɫ]. Aspiration sounds pedant and establishes code
switching.
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ate between two models of loan phonology (Calabrese & Wetzels 2009), i.e. between
the nativization-through-perception model, which is basically phonetics-based, and the
nativization-through-production model, which is basically phonology-based? The idea
of these two models is that they must account for loan phonology exclusively by percep-
tion/phonetics or exclusively by production/phonology. Now the intriguing fact of Dam-
ulakis & Nevins’ article is that it expounds a new dataset with both ingredients, cf. (3).

(3) a. Eng ‘b[ʌ]g’       → BP b[ɐ]g, which is cleary perception-driven 
 b. Eng ‘to bug’     → BP [bu'ɡar], [ˈbugo]     which is clearly production-driven16

So, D&N’s dataset shows that we need both models or a new model that includes both.
Let us, therefore, analyze the D&N’s model and see whether it can shed light on the old
controversy. 

D&N claim that they can handle the Oprah effect in (3) using four, not necessarily
independent, hypotheses: 

1. [ɐ], the oral counterpart of [ɐ̃],  can be activated to being part of BP’s stressed
vowel inventory (this ‘quasi-phoneme’ is generalizing the undisputed nasal [ɐ̃] to the
oral domain ([ɐ])  
2.  there is  a  constraint  against  *[+stress,  +low, +ATR] for oral  vowels,  which is
overridden by nouns or in nasal contexts
3.  the plural  morpheme -s in  nouns does  not project/lexicalize a  functional  head
dominating the nominal root, but the verbal -o, -ar, etc. do.
4. the N/V categorial contrast between the noun  b[ɐ]g and the verb  b[u]gar in BP
activates the perceptive and productive module, respectively, and hence the distinct
outcome of the loaning action, [ɐ] versus [u]. 

This is a well-working system that covers a lot of empirical data, but the formulation
does not really observe modularity. In fact, assumption 2 and 4 violate it clearly, and 3
probably does as well. One may ask what kind of modular model of Grammar might al-
low for morphological information ruling the choice between phonological/phonetic ac-
tivation. A purely phonological reformulation might be welcome. 

Now, the paper includes an intriguing note 12 that goes in this direction, namely the
suggestion that stress might rule the processes, but the authors reject this road right
away, because of the triple b[ɐ]g – 'b[u]go – b[u]'gar, where the two verbal forms have
rhizotonic and arhizotonic stress respectively. This indicates, according to the authors,

16  Using phonological mapping form scriptual characters to sounds.
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that not stress but category is the ruling factor: the N/V contrast maps on a perceptive
process versus productive contrast via orthography.  A caveat is in place here, because
one might be tempted to point to cases like (5) where the pattern is superficially along
the dimension of stress, rather than the N/V dimension. 

(5) a. Eng Port
check ch[ɛ]que 
‘to check’ ch[ɛ]co / ch[e]car  

b. blog bl[ɔ]g[i]
‘to blog’ bl[ɔ]go /bl[o]gar /

However, the ɔ-o alternation in the verbs in (5) is just a consequence of verbal forms
complying to the stress-driven reduction rules. There is underlying [ɔ] in all three forms.
As we will see furtheron, the D&N’s N/V contrast is correct descriptively, albeit for a
more basic phonological reason. D&N suggest that the N/V pattern is part of “much lar-
ger trend” of categorial trigger of the ‘mapping by orthography’, or, in the more abstract
terms of Calabrese & Wetzels, its production-drivenness. 

The evaluation of  the stress-driven model  and its  potential  rejection can only be
achieved if we look at the vowel inventories of BP in its entirety. I say vowel inventor-
ies in the plural because BP has various sets, given below.

a.
stressed

b.
unstressed

c.
reduction

d. derived
proparoxitone

stress
(6)

The first vowel triangle gives BP’s 7 monophtongue vowel system, to whichh we added
D&N’s new pseudo phoneme [ɐ], by hypothesis 1.17 We put ɐ in brackets as it must be
activated by language contact. The second is the vowel triangle of unstressed vowels
(Wetzels 1995:284). The open midvowels are absent in unstressed position. The reason

17 We silently simplified D&N’s 5-level triangle by the more standard 4-level triangle (Wetzels 1992,
Bohn 2015). The other references in D&N’s note 1 use the 4-level vowel triangle as well. The deviant
property of D&N’s new feature system is that the positive [+ATR]-feature spans a disconnected sub-space
in the triangle. Some phonologists consider [+low] and [+ATR] contradictory (Archangeli 2011:106).
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is that there is a systematic reduction process by reducing the aperture, indicated by the
arrows in the third triangle. The [a] is inactive upon reduction in BP, just as [i] and [u].18

The question is then how [ɐ] behaves under loss of stress. Its nasal counterpart gives no
clue, as ɐ̃ must be accented. In Brazilian Portuguese, there is no phonological reduction
of final [a] of to [ɐ].19 So, [ɐ] patterns with the low midvowels in this respect. Finally,
there is a vowel system of morphologically derived stress. This is the final diagram
(6d). It represents derived proparoxitone lexemes, such as samba - sambódromo ‘place
for samba’, i[ˈo]do 'iodine' - i[ˈɔ]dico 'iodic', esquel[ˈe]to – esquel[ˈɛ]tico ‘skeletal’, etc.
These derived words are produced by the so-called Dactylic Lowering, exceptionless for
morphonological derived words (Wetzels 1995:295).20 As stress in Portuguese rules the
respective vowel inventories in (6), the question arises how (underlying) stress interacts
with nativization.

Let us, therefore, extend the data set slightly to cases that violate D&N’s categorial
bifurcation and where nouns behave like verbs in having orthographic cueing. Consider
the contrast between (8a,b) and (8c) and the role of underlying stress. They all concern
English bisyllabic words with initial stress. We count the moras (µ) from right to left.

(8) Eng                       BP                                                     tone on µ            nativization  
a. volley [ˈvolei] 3 by production

ɒ → o
i ei

b. hockey→ [ˈɦɔkei] 3 by production
ɒ → ɔ
i ei

c. rugby [ˈɦɐɡbi]  EP [ˈragbi] 2 by perception
u → ɐ
i i

Curiously,  volley and hockey undergo nativization by production, but  rugby undergoes
nativization by perception. Whence this distinction? The distinction must be in the long

18 We confine ourselves to the system in BP for states RJ and SP, the dialects discussed by D&N’s paper.
EP has a centralizing vowel reduction of [a] to [ɐ].
19 Some transcribers use [ɐ] for final unstressed [a], but this is not relevant as there is no minimal pair.
There is no audible contrast for native speakers.
20 Underived  proparoxitone  vowels  cover  the  complete  triangle  of  (6a):  t[ˈi]mido ‘timid’,  s[ˈu]bito
‘quick’, p[ˈe]ssigo ‘peach’, f[ˈo]lego ‘breath’, s[ˈɛ]culo ‘century’, s[ˈɔ]ido ‘solid’, p[ˈa]lido ‘pale’.
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vowel in the second syllable [ei] in the former and the short vowel [i] in the latter. This
results in stress appearing on the third µ in the former and on the second µ in the latter.
Notice that the system is not deterministic i.e. predicted by the English input, but is
ruled by the well-formedness of the Portuguese result.

An interesting case is the loan Amsterdam. In Portugal it is Amsterdão [ɐmʃterˈdãu],
and in Brasil (SP) it is Amsterdã [ɐmsterˈdɐ̃], both with final stress. Both are fully nativ-
ized taken from Dutch Amsterdam [ʔɑmstərˈdɑm] with final stress, borrowed long ago.
This stress in Dutch is the so-called ‘unification stress’ for compounds that are seen as
units. Initial stress, i.e. composition stress, is ill-formed in such cases.21 In American
English, it is [ˈæ:mstəɽdæm] with initial stress. Curiously, the Brazilian KLM crew at
Guarulhos airport, with American English as L2, pronounce [ˈamsterdɐ̃] in their Por-
tuguese, a clear loan from English with initial stress, i.e. proparoxitone stress. Notice,
however, that they use [a] as the stressed initial vowel, taken from orthography.

(9) Eng                                       BP                                       tone on µ            nativization  
[ˈæ:mstəɽdæm] [ˈamsterdɐ̃] 3 by production
[æ] → [a]
[ə] [e]
[æ] [ɐ̃]

Notice the use of [e] for English [ə] instead of the closer [ɐ]. This is driven by ortho-
graphy as well, i.e. by production.

Similar cases are in (10), containing three names.
(10) Eng                       BP                                                     tone on µ            nativization  

a. Jefferson [ˈžɛfersõ] 3 by production
ɛ → ɛ
ə e
ə o

b. Newton [ˈniutõ] 3 by production22

ju → iu

ə o
c. Trump [ˈtrɐ̃mpi] 2 by  perception

ʌ → ɐ̃

21 Unless with contrastive focus, as in the coordination Amsterdam en Rotterdam.
22 The case is slightly more complicated because some people with this name write it as /Nilton/, just like
Milton. Perhaps there is a two-step process.
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Finally some oxitone cases. We might try French  chaufeur and  coiffeur discussed by
D&N, which undergo the perception strategy, but these do not have an orthographic
pronunciation. Also English fan is undecided, as both strategies give the same result, as
[ɛ]̃ does not exist in BP and [ẽ] is farther from Eng [æ] than [ɐ̃].

(11) Eng                       BP                                                     tone on µ            nativization  
fan fɐ̃  / *fɛ ̃/*fẽ 1 undecided
æ → ɐ̃ 

But the cash/flash cases point to perception, as do the French puré and buffet, though
with alternation with production: pirê and purê.  So we can make the tentative general-
izations in (12).

(12) a. A loan lexeme with proparoxitone stress —ˇ ˇ  is production-driven
b. A loan lexeme with paroytone stress — ˇ  is perception-driven
c. A loan lexeme with oxitone stress (ˇ)  — is perception or production-

driven

As paroxytone stress (on the 2nd mora) is the default stress, i.e. it can be assigned by a
stress assignment rule, while the others must have their stress underlying, we can col-
laps the three generalizations into: 

(13) A production-driven loan lexeme has underlying stress 

As a corrollary of (13) we have (14), which is the same as D&N’s constraint 2 of our list

above. 

(14) [ɐ] may not be governed by an underlying stress (= D&N’s constraint 2)

The final move is to make the step to the verbal system. Why do verb forms, whatever
stress  pattern  they  have,  rhizotonic  or  arhizotonic,  follow  the  production strategy,
whence [ˈbugu] / *[ˈbɐgu]. Why do bugar and bugo behave alike? Why are verbs spe-
cial? Is it just the category itself or is it mediated by some phonology? We believe that
the mediating entity is the phonology of the theme vowel. This was first put on the re-
search agenda by Zonneveld (1981) in a brilliant article where he wondered over the
asymmetric  behaviour  of  Open Syllable  Lentgthening (OSL)  in  nouns and verbs  in
Dutch. 
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(15) ‘bath.  SG/PL  ’                      ‘I/we bathe’  
b[ɑ]d ik b[a:]d (Dutch)
b[a:]den wij b[a:]den

The short [ɑ] in  bad ‘bath’ is lengthened intervocalically both in the plural  b[aː]den
‘baths’ and the plural verb form. What is surprising is that the 1SG form, which is seem-
ingly without the context of OSL, undergoes lengthening as well. Why? Booij (1979)
assumes some rule of paradigm uniformity, but this solution can be rejected from the
start.23 Zonneveld assumes there is  a stem-final  theme vowel that  triggers OSL and
which must be deleted for independent reasons. Zonneveld gives in total 6 phenomena
in Dutch where the verbal domain behaves deviantly, apart from OSL, intervocalic leni-
tion, prevocalic schwa deletion, post-schwa n-deletion, word final glide insertion, as-
similation of /d/. In other words, Zonneveld has ample evidence for his abstact theme
vowel.

Let  us  return  to  Portuguese  where  theme  vowels  are  often  visible,  the  class
markers /a/,  /e/  and /i/.  Crucially,  the verbal  theme vowel is  unaffected by Dactylic
Lowering, which confirms the underlying fixed nature of stress and vowel quality. Now,
arhizotonic verb forms always have the stress on the theme vowel: falamos ‘we speak’
falavamos ‘we  spoke.IMPF’,  dormimos ‘we  sleep’,  dormiamos ‘we  slept.IMPF’,  etc.
When the theme vowel is ‘deleted’, the stress is rhizotonic (durmo ‘I sleep’) and the
root vowel often displays metaphonic changes e.g. ɔ - u or ɛ - i,  in the root vowel.  This
has been described as “vowel harmony with the deleted theme vowel” (Harris 1994,
Wetzels  1995).  Take  for  instance  the  midvowel  change  in  escr[ɛ]ve –  escr[e]vo
‘write3/1sg, or m[ɔ]ve – m[o]vo ‘move.3/1sg’ for the midvowel -er class, and the high
vowel change in  s[ɛ]rve –  s[i]rvo ‘serve.3/1sg’ or  d[ɔ]rme –  d[u]rmo ‘sleep.3/1sg’ for
the high vowel -ir class.  

Harris’ system with vowel harmony + deletion of the theme vowel (also used in Wet-
zels 1995) can be rephrased by incorporation of the theme vowel into the root (Postma
2013). Theme incorporation in the a-class remains without audible effect because of in-
herent emptiness of the A-vowel (Carvalho & Faust 2020, Pöchtrager 2020), but let us
assume that it is there for reasons of symmetry. We then can attribute rhizotone stress in
verbs by the root-incorporated theme vowel. This system implies that the theme vowel
is always inherently stressed whether it is suffixal or infixal. This allows us to general-

23 It does not work in Dutch strong apophonic verbs.
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ize over all cases of (8-10) with orthographic cueing and inherent stress, and in the
verbal cases of bugo and bugar with a similar conflux of properties. 

A final word to the special status of plural -s in BP vis-à-vis D&N’s assumption 2. As
we have seen in (1), even a weak derivational schwa in Dutch interacts with loan phon-
ology. It is for that reason doubtful that the plural -s in Portuguese is different and does
not project. D&N suggest these plurals are whole-sale borrowings of English plurals. To
invoke a phonological-categorial rule is unattractive as it violates modularity. For EP
such a move is not necessary as b[ɐ]gs does not display loan phonology in EP, [ɐ] being
part of the regular sound inventory of EP. But what about BP? In the BP system where
only underlying stress forces nativization by production, no problem emerges for BP
either, as both results, [ˈbɐgi] and [ˈbɐgis], have paroxitone stress and allows nativization
by perception. 

In sum, we have rephrased the orthographic cueing as a case of production-driven
phonology, while we have replaced the categorial contrast in BP by a contrast in stress,
underlying or by default. This is just a first attempt in making the fascinating generaliz-
ations given in this paper more compatible with a modular grammar design.

Archangeli, D. (2011) Feature Specification and Underspecification. In: The Blackwell
Companion  to  Phonology. Wiley  &  Son.  Chapter  7,  p.  148-170.  DOI:
10.1002/9781444335262. Bohn, G. P. (2015) Aquisição das vogais tônicas e pretônicas
do português brasileiro. 2015. 218 f. Tese (Doutorado em Linguística) – Faculdade de
Filosofia, Letras e Ciências Humanas, Universidade de São Paulo. Booij, G. E. (1979)
Review of Zonneveld (1978a).  Lingua 48: 255-264.  Carvalho, J. B. de & N. Faust
(2020). Getting features from structure: Contrast, harmony and the templatic represent-
ation of vowels. Ms. Université Paris 8, CNRS SFL.  Harris, J. W. (1974) Evidence
from Portuguese for the "Elsewhere Condition" in Phonology.  Linguistic Inquiry 5(1),
pp. 61-80. Pöchtrager, M. A. (2020) Tense? (Re)lax! A new formalisation for a contro-
versial  contrast.  Acta  Linguistica  Academica 67(1),  53–71.  DOI:
10.1556/2062.2020.00005.  Postma,  G. (2013)  Metaphonic  blocking  in  Portuguese.
Talk presented on the Workshop on Metaphony. Meertens Institute Amsterdam, 20 June
2013. Wetzels, W. L. (1995) Mid-Vowel Alternations in the Brazilian Portuguese Verb.
Phonology 12(2), 281-304.  Zonneveld, W. (1981-1982) The descriptive power of the
Dutch theme-vowel. Spektator Tijdschrift voor Neerlandistiek 11, 342-346.
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